GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT (PARLIWAN MANTRALAYA)
DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS (RAIL VISHAG)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

New Delhi, dated 5/0/1986

The General Managers,
All Indian Railways, including
CLW, DLW, ICF DG/ESO and
others as per standard list 'A'.

Sub:- Meeting of the Standing Committee of
the National Council (JCM), held on
10th January 1986.

A copy of the Government of India, Ministry of
Urban Development, (Directorate of Estates), New Delhi's
O.M. No. 12029(2)/80-Pol.II dated 9.1.86 on the above
subject is sent herewith for information and guidance.
The instructions contained therein will mutatis mutandis
be applicable to railway servants.

(H. L. Bajaj)
Desk Officer, Establishment,
Railway Board
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New Delhi, dt. 5/0/1986.

Copy to the FA&CAOs, All Indian Railways, etc.

(H. L. Bajaj)
Desk Officer, Establishment,
Railway Board.

Copy to SPA/DEE, E(LR)III, E(LR)II, G(Acc) (with 3 spares)
Branches, Railway Board.
Sub:- Out of turn allotment on medical grounds - Inclusion of ailment of heart as eligible disease and restriction of the members of the family for the purpose of ad-hoc allotment on the ground of Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Cancer.

The question of inclusion of ailment of heart as an eligible disease for out of turn allotment of general pool accommodation on medical grounds has been under consideration of the Government. The matter was also placed before the National Council (JCM) which agreed to it. It has accordingly been decided that heart ailment having the following symptoms should be included for ad-hoc allotment on medical grounds and the concession should be restricted to self ailment only, i.e. if the Government servant himself is suffering from Cardiac ailment as indicated below:-

"Heart ailments having symptoms of Grade III and Grade IV which includes serious disabilities like Angina Grade III and IV or congested Cardiac failure Grade III and IV or Malignant Hypertension with symptoms of Grade III and IV".

2. It has also been decided that with regard to eligibility for ad-hoc allotment on other medical grounds such as Pulmonary TB and Cancer, illness of parents and other members of the family should be excluded for the concession of ad-hoc allotment and illness of the Government servant and his own family i.e. wife/husband and the children should alone be considered for the concession of ad-hoc allotment on these two grounds.

3. Existing 5% reservation of vacancies in general pool for ad-hoc allotment on medical grounds and physical handicap would continue.

Hindi version will follow.

Sd/-
(K. Kipgen)
Joint Secretary to the Govt. of India

To,
1. All Ministries/Deptts. of the Govt. of India, as per standing mailing list, etc.